
Smart Lock with keypad Lockin SMART LOCK G30 Ref: 6924580001506
Smart Lock with keypad Lockin SMART LOCK G30
Lockin SMART LOCK G30 with keypad
 The Lockin G30 is a smart lock with keypad that will  allow you to open your front door no matter where you are - you can do it from
within  the app,  using a  PIN or  fingerprint.  The device also supports  voice control  via  Google  Assistant  or  Amazon Alexa.  You can also
grant access to the lock to other household members.  Installing the G30 will  only take a moment,  and you don't  have to worry about
saved passwords - with Lockin your data is safe.
  
  
 Open doors remotely
 You no longer need to look for keys to open the door to your home. The Lockin smart lock allows you to do it remotely no matter where
you  are.  Using  a  dedicated  app,  you  can  also  check  if  the  door  is  currently  open/closed  or  who  has  just  entered  the  house.  For  the
function to work properly, you need a Wi-Fi hub (included).
  
  
 Grant access to others
 Take full  control  of  Lockin  G30 and conveniently  manage access  authorization.  The smart  lock  with  keypad remembers  up to  50 PIN
codes and up to 20 fingerprints, so it will  benefit multiple people. From the app, you can grant access to selected people and monitor
when they use the lock. In addition, it is possible to assign passwords to others on a permanent, temporary, or one-time basis. Thus, it
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will be perfect for rental houses - you no longer need to give your guests the keys, just send a timely access code for the duration of their
stay.
  
  
 Various possibilities
 You can open the door in several ways, so everyone will choose the most convenient one for themselves. In addition to the app, the lock
also  supports  Amazon  Alexa  and  Google  Assistant  voice  assistants.  You  can  also  open  the  door  with  a  preset  PIN  or  fingerprint.  In
addition, the Auto Lock function allows you to lock the door automatically, so you don't have to worry about forgetting to do so. You can
also temporarily disable the lock when you leave the house just for a moment to take out the trash, for example.
  
  
 Robust design, easy installation
 The  keypad  is  distinguished  by  its  wireless  and  reliable  operation.  It  is  also  water-resistant  to  IPX5  level  -  it  is  not  intimidated  by
raindrops. A number of convenient buttons allow you to easily open or close the door.  You can also do it  from a dedicated fingerprint
panel. In addition, an LED indicator will let you know the status of the product's operation. On the other hand, installation of the device
will take about 10–15 minutes. You don't need additional tools or replacement of the original lock for this purpose.
  
  
 Please note
 Before purchasing, please check whether the lock fits your specific door type. The following conditions should be met for the product to
be installed:
  Europrofil, lock to be keyed from the inside, distance from door to cylinder lock more than 3mm, key cylinder openable from the outside
when keyed in, key thickness less than 7 mm, distance from key to cylinder lock less than 40mm.  In other cases, the installation of a
Lockin lock may require the replacement of the door cylinder.
  
  
 
  
 
Included
  lock keypad with fingerprint function Wi-Fi hub user manual  
Specification:
    Manufacturer Lockin  Model G30  Unlocking methods Fingerprint, app, PIN code, voice commands  PIN code storage up to 50  Power
supply AA batteries x4  Low battery indicator yes  Dimensions 125 x 62 x 57 mm  Weight 345 g (including batteries)  Fingerprint storage
up to 20  Voice assistants Google Home, Amazon Alexa  Operating temperature Lock: 0°C ~ 50°C, Keyboard: -10°C ~ 50°C  Auto-lock
supported, with motion sensor  Storage temperature -30°C ~ 70°C  Color gray     

Price:

Before: € 228.0051

Now: € 215.00

Smart Home, Intelligent Home Control
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